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By Doug Wilhelm

Pelican Publishing Co, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Sarah-Lee Terrat
(illustrator). Reissue. Language: English . Brand New Book. A boisterous, slapstick adventure that
will entertain budding readers. -Kirkus Reviews Great characters, funny events, and big dollops of
history and geography. Well done! -R. A. Montgomery, co-creator of the Choose Your Own
Adventure series I LOVE this book! I could use this in so many ways as a teacher. -Professor Lynn
Gatto, Warner School of Education, University of Rochester Treasure Town will be treasured by
every reader who loves action, humor, and a rollicking good tale. -Ellen Miles, author of The Puppy
Place series What happens when some directionally challenged, gold-hungry bumblers join up with
a trio of smart and imaginative kids? Chaos! Diverse characters in a familiar town setting provide
this mystery adventure just enough details to keep middle readers enthralled-and reading! Created
by talented author/illustrator siblings to help kids transition into chapter books, Treasure Town is
filled with hilarious characters, narrative illustrations, short chapters and loads of fun! From his
acclaimed, bestselling novel The Revealers to his many books in the Choose Your Own Adventure
series, author Doug Wilhelm embraces his imagination and the challenges faced by young...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any writer. We have go through and so i am confident that i am going to gonna read through once
more once again later on. I am just happy to explain how this is actually the very best book i have got go through during my individual existence and might
be he greatest ebook for ever.
-- Wilber t Connelly-- Wilber t Connelly

This composed pdf is excellent. It really is basic but excitement in the 50 % in the book. Your lifestyle span will likely be change when you comprehensive
looking at this book.
-- Tom  Fisher-- Tom  Fisher
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